Dirty Deeds (A Likely Story)

An Eye for an Eye As owner of Dirty
Deeds, a tech-savvy company specializing
in the age-old art of revenge, Eden Smith
knows first-hand that secrecy is critical.
But when a dead body washes up on the
shores of Lake Michigan clutching her
business card, Edens well-constructed
world begins to fall apart. Apparently, shes
not the only one with a passion for
payback, and staying alive to outsmart a
killer has become her most important job
of all. A Game for a Game Hardened
homicide detective Kelly Riordan is
convinced Eden Smith is hiding more than
shes willing to admit. Years on the force
have taught him that nothing is what it
seems, and that couldnt be truer than when
it comes to investigating the alluring owner
of a revenge-for-hire business. But
revealing her past could put everything
Eden has worked for in jeopardy. And
trusting a man like Riordan goes against
the very instincts that have kept her alive
this long.
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